Former CIA director and retired US Army Gen. David Petraeus points out that the deaths of five Russian generals in Ukraine is a telltale sign that something has gone wrong for Vladimir Putin.

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, Cardi B, Mindy Kaling, and more famous women on starting over in a new career.

Lynsie Kimple is 18, a high school senior, and gets straight A's. She works several part time jobs, cleaning houses and waiting tables at a large chain restaurant. She is also the parent of one-year-old Quyntin.

A new study analyzed 400 metro markets in the country to find out which areas were stable and had the most growth.

Chris Fleming gives a next level impression of the person who coined the word "umpteenth."

This might be the greatest explanation for why the aluminum beverage cans was a marvel in engineering.

Former CIA director and retired US Army Gen. David Petraeus points out that the deaths of five Russian generals in Ukraine is a telltale sign that something has gone wrong for Vladimir Putin.

Brussels set to finalize stringent legislation targeting Silicon Valley giants.

Here's how to explain a short stint you had at an employer during a job interview.

Nine out of ten Americans are annoyed by at least one co-worker, according to a recent study.

There are some things for sale today that cost considerably more than they have any right to. Here's a roundup of the worst offenders from a viral Reddit thread.

If you have any affection for our National Parks, this well-liked board game absolutely deserves a spot on your board game shelf.

Hint: It's a lot.

Amateur golfer Erik Anders Lang takes on Austin Country Club with his single-digit handicap.

If your oil looks delicious, you've probably made a mistake.

A witness reportedly told the Jan. 6 committee that Meadows was on a call to plan the march to the Capitol that
devolved into a deadly riot.

I went to the bulk-buy warehouse chains to see which I preferred. Both stores had large quantities of food and membership perks, but I found a winner.

Bitcoin companies saw their customers' personal information leak after a HubSpot employee account was hacked.

Reducing the risk of deaths and injuries from traffic crashes and other mishaps means planning our built environment with an acceptance that people make mistakes.

In a world where employees can double their salaries by jumping ship, does it make sense to ding candidates for frequent job-hopping?
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